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inflorescences, flowers, capsules,
seeds, distribution and habitat,
and similar species. Line drawings and black and white or col?r ,
photographs illustrate the speC1~s
growth habit, inflorescences, fruits,
and seeds. After the descriptions
is a glossary of terms used in this
guide. The concluding section is
an index of common names.
Line drawings in this publication were reproduced from
Hitchcock and others (1969), with
permission from the University of
Washington Press. Photographs
were made by the senior author.
Species descriptions were developed from Davis (1952), Cronquist
and others (1977), Goodrich and
Neese (1986), Hermann (1975),
Hitchcock and Cronquist (1973),
Hitchcock and others (1969),
Welsh and others (1987), and
examination of specimens in the
Intermountain Research Station
Herbarium (BOIS), Boise, ID;
the Marion Ownbey Herbarium,
Washington State University
(WS), Ptl)]man, WA:, and the
Harold M. Tucker Herbarium
(CIC), Albertson College,
Caldwell, ID.

INTRODUCTION

•
•

Application of new information
from the rapidly evolving fields
of riparian ecology, classification,
management, and restoration requires accurate identification of
the biological components of these
rich and varied ecosystems. In riparian areas, vegetation characteristically includes several taxonomically difficult groups, among
them the sedges, rushes, wHlows,
and grasses. This guide provides
individuals working in Intermountain riparian areas with a
tool to aid in identifying members
of one of these groups, the rushes
(Juncus spp.).
The geographic area considered
in preparing this guide includes
southeastern Oregon, Nevada,
Utah, western Wyoming, and
Idaho south of the Salmon River.
The 23 rushes described include
the common and several less
abundant species. The guide is
not inclusive; readers are advised
. .) consult comprehensive local floras to verify identifications.
This guide begins with morphological illustrations. Then, after
a general description of the genus,
species are presented alphabetically by scientific name. Their
technical descriptions include
characteristics of the growth
habit, leaves, involucral bracts,
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Descriptions in this guide may
perhaps be more easily understood if the reader refers to figures 1 through 3-illustrations
of morphological characteristics.
A glossary at the end of the
publication contains further definitions of these characteristics
and of other terms used in the
descriptions.
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DESCRIPTIONS
General Description:
JURCUS L.
Plants perennial, or infrequently annual, glabrous, grasslike; stems caespitose or arising
few together from rhizomes, terete
to flattened, not jointed, leafless
to leafy; leaves basal or alternate,
sometimes 2-ranked; leaf sheaths
open at the base, commonly with
hyaline or scarious margins, these
often prolonged upward on the
sides at the junctUf'e with the
blade to form rounded to acuminate auricles; auricles rarely extending outward like those of
grass leaves, but sometimes
confluent, forming a ligule; leaf
blades lacking or reduced to a
bristle or well developed and linear, flat, equitant, or terete and
often hollow or filled with pith
and septate-nodulose; inflorescence terminal, essentially cymose, from diffuse and paniclelike
or corymblike to greatly congested,
sometimes of 1 to many '=YIIlose
heads or clusters; the involucral
bract reduced to greatly elongate
and flat to terete (when terete the
inflorescence may appe&.r lateral
on the stem); branches, heads,
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and pedicels often subtended by
bract1ets; flowers few (rarely 1) to
many, small, perfect, greenish to
purplish-brown or black, sessile or
pedicellate, sometimes subtended
by 2 entire hyaline-scarious
prophylls borne at the pedicel
apex and directly beneath the
perianth; perianth regular, more
or leBS scarious, chartaceous, or
partly herbaceous or hyaline, often persistent during fruiting; perianth segments 6 in 2 series of 3,
equal or the inner series often the
shorter; stameIlB (1,2) 3 or 6, when
3 mostly opposite the outer perianth series; filaments from shorter
to much longer than the anthers;
ovary superior; style 1, short and
inconspicuous to evident; stigma
branches 3, more or less elongate;
fruit a small, loculicidal, often

triquetrous capsule, unilocular
with 3 parietal placentae or trilocular from the intrusion of the
placentae; seeds numerous,
minute, commonly ellipsoid to
fusiform and apiculate, faintly reticulate or areolate, sometimes
with one or both ends prolonged
into a slender tail that may be
longer than the body and of softer
texture; n = 3-36. A genus of more
than 200 species, widely distributed, best developed in moist to
wet places of temperate and b0real regions.
The above description was derived from Cronquist and others
(1977), Hitchcock and Cronquist
(1973), Hitchcock and others (1969),
Goodrich and Neese (1986),
Hermann (1975), Welsh and
others (1987) .
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Figure 1-Rush morphology.
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A. Capsule obIong-ovoid, apex
blunt, slightly triquetrous. Perianth
segments broadly lanceolate,
margins membranous, apices
subulate. Prophylls present.

D. Capsule trigonous-cylindric,
apex obtuse muaonate. Perianth
segments obIong-lanceoIate,
apices acute.

B. Capsule cylindric-ellipsoid, apex
obtuse (rounded). Perianth
segments: inner-shorter. obtuse;
outer-longer, acute.

E. Capsule obIong-ovoid, apex
obtuse-retuse. Perianth
segments broadly lanceolate,
apices obtuse to acute.

C. Capsule cylindric-triquetrous, apex
acute. Perianth segments narrowly
Ianceolate, apices acuminate.

F. Capsule prismatic-conic, apex
1apered. Perianth segments narrowly
Ianceolate, apices acuminate.

G. Broadly oblong, H. Narrowly oblong,
apex obtuse.
apex truncate.

I. Narrowly ovoid,
apex acute.

Figure 2--Morpho1ogica1 characteristics of rush capsules and
perianths (A-F) and rush capsules (G-J).
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figure 3 Morphological characteristics of rush leaf
blades (A) and seeds (B).
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Juncus alpinus. (A) Inftorescence, (8) capsule and perianth, (C) seeds.
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Junc". alpin". Vill.
Northern nub

•

HABIT: Loosely tufted perennial developing from creeping rhizomes,
sometimes rooting at the nodes; stems 4-50 em tall, surpassing the
leaves.
LEAVES: 1-3, mostly bome on the lower half of the stem; sheath
margins scarious and prolonged into auricles; blades terete, completely
septate.
INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Usually shorter than the inflorescence,
1-7 (10) em long, sometimes lea11ike.
INFLORESCENCE: Open, 2-15 em long; branches ascend~ "g to erect;
heads 5-30, each 3-6 (10) flowered.
FLOWERS: Sessile or equally short pedicelled, prophylls lacking.
Perianth MlJDenta: Light to deep purplish-brown, 2-2.5 mm long;
the inner segments shorter and rounded; the outer oblong, acute or
mucronate. Stamena: 6; one-half to two-thirds as long as the perianth;
anthers shorter than the filaments.

•

CAPSULES: Ovoid-oblong, distinctly rounded at the tip, incompletely
trilocular, pale to deep brown, 2.5-3 mm long, equaling or surpassing
the perianth.
SEEDS: Cylindric- to ovoid-ellipsoid, minutely apiculate at both ends,
lightly striate longitudinally, medium brown to dark brown with a
sheen, 0.5 mm long.
HABITAT AND DISTRIBUrION: Seeps, bogs, margins of ponds,
lakes, and streams; often on limestone or other basic substrates.
Circumboreal, south in North America from Washington to Pennsylve..'lia.
Occasional across montane parts of the Intermountain region, mostly
within the aspen and coniferous forest zones. July-August.
SIMILAR SPECIES: Inflorescence branches of J. articulatus are
divergent and its capsules acute. It is generally found at elevations
lower than J. alpinus .
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Juncus articulatus. (A) Inflorescence. (8) capsule and perianth. (C) seeds.
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June". artlculGl". L
Jointed I'WJh
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HABIT: Loosely or densely tufted perennial, 15-50 em tall, arising from
stout rhizomes and often rooting from the lower nodes.
LEAVES: 1-3 per stem, basal leaves much reduced; sheath margins
scarious, prolonged into rounded auricles; blades terete with complete
septa.
INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Much shorter than the inflorescence, 1-3.7 em
long.

INFLORESCENCE: Open; branches divaricate; heads 4-35, small,
2-10 flowered.
FLOWERS: Sessile, prophylls lacking. Perianth 8elJllents: Deep
(pale) brown or gre nish with scarious margins, lanceolate, slightly
acuminate, 2.5-3 mm long, about equal or the inner segments slightly
longer with wider hyaline margins. Stamens: 6; anthers shorter than
the rllaments.

CAPSULES: Conic-ovoid, somewhat triquetrous, gradually tapering
to a stylar beak, unilocular, brown, 2.8-3.8 mm long, exceeding the
perianth.

•

SEEDS: Cylindric-ellipsoid to ovoid, minutely apiculate at both ends,
lightly striate longitudinally, 0.5 mm long.
HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Wetlands, meadows, ponds,
ditches, roadsides, sandbars, and streambanks at low to moderate elevations below the coniferous forest zone. Circumboreal, south in the
United States from Arizona to Minnesota, northern Indiana, and
Maryland. June-August.

SIMILAR SPECIES: See J . alpinus.
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Juncus balticus. (A) Inflorescence. (B) capsule and perianth. (C) seeds.
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JuracIU baltkIU Willd.
Baltic ruah, wirecrau

•

HABIT: f ,' rennial, 30-90 em tall; stems wiry, produced singly, 2 or 3
together, or :11 dense clumps from coarse, black, creeping rhizomes.
LEAVES: She. ths clustered at the stem base, light to dark brown,
bladele88 or nea.~ly so.

INVOLUCRAL l 'RACT: Terete, sharp-pointed, 4-23 em long, appearing as a continuatk 11 of the stem.
INFLORESCENCE ' Compact to loose panicle appearing laterally on
the stem; flowers (5)1 )-50.

FLOWERS: Pedicellat ~ or Be88ile; prophylls hyaline scarious. PeriaDtb
MpDenta: Variously plle to dark, lanc-."'Olate, acute to ovate, sometimes
hyaline margined, 3.5-5 mm long, subequal. Stamena: 6; anthers 3-5
times longer than the til. unents.
CAPSULES: Ovoid with an acute to mucronate apex, 3-4 mm long,
shorter to longer than th,' perianth.
SEEDS: Broadly-ovoid to ovoid-ellipsoid, minutely apiculate, finely
striate-reticulate, grayish to brown, 0.6 mm long, covered with a mucilaginous sheath when wet

•

HABITAT AND DISTRIJ IUTlON: Wet meadows, ponds, lakes,
streams, and rivers from alleys to moderate elevations; often in saline
or alkaline sites. InterruJ,tedly circumboreal, occurs throughout the
Intermountain area from the desert shrub to the aspen and Douglas-fir
zones. Also present, but .nuch le88 common, in the spruce-fir zone.
This is the only rush of f' ufficient community dominance to be recognized as an indicator of a riparian community type in Utah and southeastern Idaho (Padgett and others 1989). May to mid-September.
SIMILAR SPECIEf~: In the Intermountain area, only J. balticus and
J. effusus exhibit Vle combination of robust rhizomes and leaves reduced to bladeles'J sheaths. Stems of J. effusus are tufted, arising from
short rhizomes, while those of J. balticus are usually more dispersed.
Anthers of J effusus are equal to or shorter than the filaments. Lea" s
of J. filifor ,nis are also reduced to bladeless sheaths but shorter (5-40
em tall) '..han those of J. balticus; its stems are generally of smaller diametR ( and more tufted; rhizome diameter is reduced. (J. balticus is

alsr, referred to as J. articus Willd.)
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Juncus bufonius. (A) Inflorescence, (B) capsule and perianth, (C) seeds.
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June". butoni". 1..
Toadruah

•

HABIT: Small tufted annual, 2-:40 ~ tall; stems slender, few to many,
sometimes branching and often floriferous nearly to the base; roots
fibrous .
LEAVES: Few, basal and cauline or all basal, much shorter than the
stem; sheath margins membranous with a truncate to rounded apex;
blades flat to involute, 1.5 mm wide.
INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Filiform and leaflike or scarious and much
reduced.
INFLORESCENCE: Panicles 0.6-12 em long; bractlets of the nodes
scarious, often aristate; flowers 1-20, the lower borne singly and sometimes rather remote, those in the upper axils more or less glomerate.
FLOWERS: Short-pedicellate or sessile, subtended by a pair of scarious, usually ovate prophylls. Perianth 8elJDente: Lanceolate with
narrow, membranous margins, acute to acuminate, 3-8 mm long, inner
segments eqllaJing or shorter and less pointed than the outer. Stamena:
Usually 6; anthers shorter than or sometimes equaling the filaments.

•

CAPSULES: Oblong to subglobose or broadly ovoid with the apex
obtuse to mucronate, imperfectly trilocular, greenish to golden brown,
2-4.5 mm long, shorter than the perianth .
SEEDS: Ovoid to ellipsoid, golden brown, apiculate to abruptly truncate and dark brown at each end, minutely reticulate, 0.3-0.5 mm long.
HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Wet meadows, pond and lake margins, streams, and rivers at low to mooerate elevations. Cosmopolitan
except in the tropics and extreme arctic. Widespread and occasional to
common across much of the Intermountain region from the desert shrub
to the coniferous forest zone. June-September.
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.Junt:w t:tJtJIwus. (A) 1nfIoreIcence, (8) C8pM1Ie, perianth, and perianth segment,
(C) 1NdI.
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Junc". co,.,,".... Coville
Colorado rush
HABIT: Sparingly to densely tufted perennial, 8-52 cm tall, developing
from fibrous roots; stems slender, terete.

•

LEAVES: Basal or bome on the lower fourth of the stem, the upper 2-4
with well-developed blades; sheath margins hyaline and projected into
rounded auricles; blades channeled or involute, narrow, 0.5-1.3 mm
wide, shorter than the stem.

INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Greatly exceeds the inflorescence, slender,
1-13 em long and leas than 1 mm wide with scarious, decurrent
auricles.
INFLORESCENCE: Congested, 0.8-2 em long, straw-colored at maturity; flowers 3-40, bome singly, not in heads.
FLOWERS: Pedicels about 2 mm long; prophylls scarious or hyaline.
Perianth -.menta: Ascending, elliptic-Ianceolate or lanceolate, acute
to broadly acute; the inner segments slightly the shorter. Stamena: 6;
anthers much shorter than the filaments.

•

CAPSULES: Broadly oblong, completely triquetrous with a retuse
apex, trilocular, straw-colored, 3-4 mm long, equiiling to slightly shorter
than the perianth.
SEEDS: Obliquely ellipsoid-pyriform, shortly apiculate at each end,
longitudinally striate, golden brown at maturity, 0.4 mm long.
HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Moist grassy meadows at low elevations; parks, moist woods, and streambanks at moderate elevations.
British Columbia to Saskatchewan, south to California, Arizona, and
New Mexico. Occasional or locally common throughout much of the intermountain region, primarily from the pinyon-juniper to the sprucefir zone. Apparently limited or lacking in the Canyonlands section of
Utah and much of Nevada. June-August.
8IMILAR SPECIES: The inflorescence of J. tenuis is generally 1-8.5 em
long and its capsule apex obtuse to truncate. It generaily occurs at
lower elevations in the pinyon-juniper, Wyoming big sagebrush, and
deeert shrub zones.
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Juncus cove/lei. (A) Inflorescence. (B) capsule and perianth. (C) seeds.
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June... covillei Piper
Coville'. I'WIh

•

HABIT: Stems are slightly flattened, 5-25 cm tall, developing aingly or
few together from creeping rhizomes.
LEAVES: Basal and cauline, but mostly basal; sheath margins narrow,
membranous, usually projecting into linear, acute auricles; blades flat,
grasslike, 2-3 mm wide, equaling or surpassing the stems.
INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Leaflike, shorter to longer than the
inflorescence.
INFLORESCENCE: Paniculate with erect branches; peduncles roughened; heads 2-8, mostly 3-7 flowered.
FLOWERS: Prophylls lacking. Perianth !legmente: Ovate-oblong,
minutely papillate-roughened with broadly scarious margins, pale to
deep brown with a green midstripe, unequal; outer segments rounded
to acute and short-mucronate; the inner usually obtuse. Stamens: 6;
anthers from shorter to longer than the filaments.
CAPSULES: Oblong-ovoid, rounded and usually retuse at the apex,
dark brown, longer than the perianth.

•

SEEDS: Obliquely cylindric-ovoid, semi truncate, but minutely apiculate at each end, faintly reticulate, 0.3 mm long.
HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Wet places, lakes, creeks, and
streams. Washington to California, eastward to central Idaho and
western Montana. In the Intennountain region, it apparently occurs
only north of the Snake River Plains. July-September.
SIMILAR SPECIES: Auricles of J. longistylis are truncate or rounded,
involucraI bracts scarious, and capsules equal to or shorter than the pe. rianth. Juncus covillei occurs only north of the Snake River Plains,
~hile J. 10ngistylis is distributed throughout the region .
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Juncus drummondii. (A) Inflorescence, (B) capsule and perianth, (C) seeds.
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June... drummondll E. Meyer
Drummond'. rwah

•

HABIT: Strongly tufted perennial with numerous wiry, terete stems
8-40 cm tall developing Crom matted rootstocks or fibrous roots.
LEAVES: Borne on the lower Courth of the stem, bladeless or the blades
bristlelike and 2-10 mm long;- sheaths oCthe upper leaves slightly bilobed and &carious at the apex.

INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Terete with scarious, decurrent auricles,
sharp-pointed, 1-4 cm long, appearing as a continuation oC the stem,
shorter to longer than the inflorescence.

INFLORESCENCE: Terminal; flowers 1-3.
FLOWERS: Subtended by a pair of membranous prophylls with
broadly rounded to acute tips, closely aggregated, generally 1 or more
sessile or nearly 80 and 1 or more short pedicellate. Perianth 8e1fmenu: Lanceolate-attenuate with &carious margins, subequal. Stamens: 6; less than half as long as the perianth; anthers longer than the
filaments.

•

CAPSULES: Oblong, blunt, and more or less retuse at the apex,
trilocular, light to medium brown at maturity, 5-7 mm long, about
equaling the perianth .

SEEDS: Narrowly obovoid or fusiform, finely striate, medium golden
brown; ends long-caudate with the appendages equaling or exceeding
the body; length including appendages about 2 mm.

HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Wet and dry meadows, streambanks, talus slopes, and ridges at high elevations. Alaska to California,
eastward to Alberta, western Montana, and New Mexico. Occasional to
common in the spruce-fir and alpine zones of higher mountains in Utah
and Idaho, apparently limited to Elko County in Nevada. July-August.
SIMILAR SPECIES: The uppermost leaf of J . parryi commonly has
a well-developed blade; the capsule is acute .
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Juncus effusus. (A) Inflorescence. (8) capaule and perianth. (C) 888ds.
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.TUM... e/1iu... L

Soft nub, common ruah

•

HABIT: Densely tufted perennial arising from short, stout rhizomes;
stems terete, 40-120+ em tall.
LEAVES: Large and rather loose, brown, bladeless, or consisting of
basal sheaths with awnlike vestiges of the blade.
INVOLUCBAL BRACT: Terete, 7-20 em long, appearing as e continuation of the stem, much longer than the inflorescence.
INFLORESCENCE: Flowers aggregated into a compact to loose head,
1-15 em in diameter, appearing to be lateral on the stem.
FLOWERS: Prophyllate. Perianth 8e1(1Denta: Lanceolate, acute,
subequal; midrib broad and pale. Stamens: 3; anthers equaling or
shorter than the filaments.
CAPSULES: Ovoid, thin and soft, apex rounded and slightly retuse,
light brown to olive brown, about equaling the perianth.
SEEDS: Broadly ellipsoid, apiculate, finely reticulate, golden brown at
maturity, 0.4 mm long, producing a thin layer of mucilage when WElt.

•

HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Moist places, swamps, bogs, ponds,
lake shores, and ditches. Sandy to loamy soils. Alaska to Newfoundland
and south from B~a California acroas most of Central and Eastern
United States. In the Intermountain region it occurs only north of the
Snake River Plains in Idaho. June-August.
SIMILAR SPECIES: See J. balticus .
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Juncus ensifolius. (A) Inflorescence, (B) capsule and perianth, (e) seeds.
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June". e,..ifoU". WikBtr.
Swordleaf ruah, da,ger-Ieaf ruah

•

HABIT: Perennial, 20-50 em tall, stems arising singly or few together
from creeping rhizomes.
LEAVES: 1-3 per stem; sheath margins rarely prolonged into auricles;
blades equitant and ensiform, partially septate, 2-6 mm wide.

INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Ensifonn, usually half the length of the
inflorescence.

INFLORESCENCE: Panicu1ate, terminating the stem; heads 2-90,
loosely clustered, globose, light green to nearly black; flowers 4-25,
5-15 mm in diameter.
FLOWERS: Prophylls lacking; but the seBSile flower subtended by hyaline, scarious bracts. Perianth eeemenu: Lanc'eolate-acuminate, pale
greenish-brown to deep brownish-purple, 3-3.5 mm long, subequal.
Stamens: 3 or 6; anthers from much shorter to somewhat longer than
the filaments.

CAPSULES: Oblong, rounded above, abruptly contracted into a beak,
trilocular, dark brown at maturity, from slightly shorter to somewhat
longer than the perianth.

•

SEEDS: Broadly fusiform, minutely apiculate or shortly caudate at
each end, finely striate-reticulate, golden brown to dark brown at maturity, 0.4-0.6 mm long.
HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Foothills to moderate elevations,
wet meadows, marshes, lakes, seeps, springs, ditches, and sandbars.
Alaska to southern California and east to the Rocky Mouiltains.
Occasional to common across much of the region from the pinyonjuniper to the spruce-fir zone, leBS frequent in the desert shrub zone.
June-August.

SIMILAR SPECIES: The ensiform or equitant leaves of J. ensifolius
are unique among Intermountain rushes .
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Juncus fi/iformis. (A) Inflorescence. (8) capsule and perianth. (C) seeds.
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June". flilforrrah L.
Threadruah

•

HABIT: Perennial; stems terete, filiform, 5-40 cm tall, arising singly
or in tufts from creeping rhizomes.
LEAVES: Bladeless, reduced to a tight basal sheath, the uppermost
usually with a bristlelike vestige of a blade.
INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Terete, erect, sharp-pointed, appearing as a
continuation of the stem and equaling to more than 4 times its length.
INFLORESCENCE: Compact; heads cymose, up to 2 cm in diameter,
and seemingly lateral on the stem; flowers 5-20, borne singly.
FWWERS: Each subtended by a pair of scarious, ovate or oblong
prophylls, 3-4 mm long. Perianth ......enta: Lanceolate, acute or
acuminate, subequal, mostly slightly exceeding the capsule.
Stamens: 6; about half as long as the perianth; anthers shorter than
the filaments.
CAPSULES: Broadly ovoid to obovoid, firm, abruptly tapered to a
short stylar beak, trilocular, greenish to golden brown, 2-3 mm long.

SEEDS: Obliquely oblong-ellip80id, minutely winged-apiculate at both
ends, finely reticulate, medium brown, 0.4-0.5 mm long.

•

HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Wet meadows and marshes at moderate elevations, often on sandy soil. Circumboreal, south in the United
States from Oregon to Pennsylvania. In the Intermountain region it occurs in the spruce-fir zone of Utah's Uinta Mountains and in Idaho.
July-September.
SIMILAR SPECIES: See J. baltiCU8 .
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Juncus hall;;. (A) Inflorescence, (B) capsule and perianth, (C) seeds.
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.Tunc.,. IuJllii En,elm.
Hall'. ruah

•

HABIT: Densely tufted perennial; stems, slender, terete, 20-40 cm tall;
roots fibrous.
LEAVES: Basal and on the lower fifth of the stem; the lowest sheaths
brownish, bladeless or with a bristlelike blnde; the upper with terete
blades, channeled toward the base, 5-15 cm long and less than 1 mm
wide.
INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Scarious and caudate to awned or elongate
and leaf1ike with the &carious margins projecting into auricles, scarcely
exceeding the inflorescence.
INFLORESCENCE: Closely cymose, conge
2-7; pedicels 1-8 mm long.

d, 1.7 cm long; flowers

FLOWERS: Subtended by a pair of ovate to orbicular prophylls.
Perianth 8elPDent8: Lanceolate, acute, usually with greenish centers
and purple, hyaline margins, the outer segments slightly longer than
t he inner. Stameu: 6; anthers about equaling the filaments.
CAPSULES: Oblong-ovoid, triquetrous, clearly retuse at the apex,
trilocular, dark brown, equaling or slightly exceeding the perianth.

•

SEEDS: Oblong-linear, finely striate, long-caudate at each end, medium brown, about 1 mm long.
HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Dry to wet bogc meadows, ponds,
lakes, streams, and wooded rocky slopes at upper elevations. Southwestern Montana to Colorado. Locally common in meadows in the
spruce-fll' zone of Utah's 1Ushar and Aquarius Plateaus and Uinta
Mountains. June-August.
SIMILAR SPECIES: Juncus parryi resembles J. hallii in having fewflowered inflorescences and upper leaves generally with well-developed
blades. Capsules of J. parryi are acute; seed appendages equal or exceed the body in length. The distribution of J. hallii is restricted while
J. parryi is generally more widespread in mountains of the region.
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Juncus howellii. (A) Inflorescence. (8) capsule and perianth. (C) seeds.
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tTlUtC.,.laowellli F. J. Hermann
BoweD'.nuh

•

HABIT: Rhizomatous perennial, 20-60 em tall; stems slightly
compressed.

LEAVES: Basal and cauline; sheaths membranous, margins freed
above and forming erect auricles; blades grasslike, dorsiventrally flattened, 2-4 m.m wide.
INVOLUCRAL BRAeI': Reduced, up to 15 mm long.

INFWRESCENCE: Paniculate, 2-9 em long; heads 2-9, 7-15 mm in
diameter; flowers 3-15.
FLOWERS: Prophylla lacking. Perianth 8eIJIleDta: Lanceolate,
acuminate, minutely papillose toward the tip, brown with a broad,
greenish mid stripe , 5-6.5 mm long, subequal. Stameu: 6; anthers
longer than the filaments.
CAPSULES: Ovoid, rounded, trilocular, 1-2 mm long, brown, shorter
than the perianth.
SEEDS: Ellip80id-ovoid, gray to brownish, covered with a reticulate
membrane that forms an appendage at each end, 1 mm long including
appendages.

•

HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: :Moist sites in mountains.
California, Oregon, and west-central Idaho. July-August.
8IMILAR SPECIES: Perianths of J. IongiBtyliB have wider, hyaline
margins and the seeds are not 80 elongated, nor are they tailed. Heads
of J. regelii are usually 1-5; flowers 10-30; seeds are smaller (0.5 m.m
long) than those of J. howellii with appendages equaling or exceeding
the body. Juncus howellii is known from west-central Idaho while J.
regelii has a more scattered distribution in the region.
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Juncus Iongistyfis. (A) Inflorescence, (8) capsule and perianth, (C) seeds.
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•

J,"",ua ~lyu. Torr.
Lonptyle ruah

•

HABIT: Perennial; stems arising singly or few together from creeping
rhizomes, somewhat compressed, 20-63 cm tall.
LEAVES: Mostly basal, but 1-3 cauline; sheaths with membranous
margins projecting into truncate or rounded auricles 1-2 mm long;
blades gJ'aaslike, dorsiventrally flattened, 1-2 mm wide.
INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Mostly &Carious, rarely leaflike, narrowly
attenuate to caudate, 1-4 cm long, equaling or shorter than the
inflorescence.
INFLORESCENCE: Branches short, sparse; heads (2) 3-5; flowers 3-5,
discrete or aggregated.
FLOWERS: Without prophylla; pedicels short, 2 mm long, concealed
in the &Carious bract1ets. Perianth aeementa: Lanceolate, acute to
acnminate, brown, 5-6 mm long, subequal; midstripe broad, greenish;
margins broad, silvery, membranous, smooth or minutely roughened.
Stamena: 6; anthers much longer than the filaments.

•

CAPSULES: Cylindric-ovoid, rounded, often retuse, trilocular, stylar
beak 1+ mm long, brownish or purplish-black, equal to or shorter than
the perianth.

SEEDS: Obliquely cylindric-ellipsoid, slightly apiculate at each end,
strongly striate lengthwise, 0.4-0.5 mm long.
HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Wet meadows, seeps, springs,
streams, rivers, occasionally in saline places. Montane to submontane.
British Columbia to Ontario and south to California, northern Arizona,
New Mmco, Colorado, and Nebraska. Occaaional to common acroes
much of the region from the desert shrub to the spruce-fir zone.
June-August.
SIMILAR SPECIES: See J. covillei and J. howeUii. Hyaline sheath
IJl8I'Iins of J. orthophyUus are sometimes prolonged into inconspicuous
auricles le88 than 0.5 mm long; midstripes of the perianth segments are
minutely roughened. The distribution of J. orthophyUus is restricted,
while J. longistyliB is more widespread throughout the region.
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Juncus mfNtensianus. (A) Inflorescence, (B) capsule and perianth, (C) Seeds.
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tlUIIe. . merlelUiGIa.,. Boq.

Merten'. nub

•

HABIT: Perennial; stems arising singly or loosely to tightly clustered
from creeping rhizomes, terete or Blightly compreBsed, slender and
weak, 10-40 em tall.
LEAVES: Basal and cauline, shorter than the stem; Bheaths projecting
into rounded, opaque, membranouB auricleB 0.5-1.0 mm long; bladeB
terete, hollow, channeled above, septate.

INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Bractlike to leaflike, equaling to much exceeding the inflorescence.

INFLORESCENCE: 1 (2) terminal, globose to Bubglobose head(B) up
to 2 em in diameter; flowers numerous.
FLOWERS: Prophyllslacking. Perianth &eplent.: Lanceolate,
acuminate, thin and soft, narrow margined, brown to purplish-black,
3-5 mm long, BUbeqUal. Stamens: 6; anthers shorter than the filaments.

CAPSULES: Oblong-ovoid, ahruptly rounded, truncate to more or leBs
retuse at the apex, unilocular, dark brown to purplish-brown, almost
equaling the perianth.

•

SEEDS: Lanceolate-ovoid, minutely apiculate at each end, finely reticulate, dark brown at maturity, scarcely 0.5 mm long.
HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Dry to wet meadowB and seepB
and margins of lakes and streams. Alaska to Alberta, BOuthward from
California to New Mexico from moderate elevations to above timberline.
Occurs in higher mountains across much of the Intermountain region
from the aspen and DouglaB-fir to the alpine zone. July-September.

SIMILAR SPECIES: The species is c; ritd distinct with mostly solitary,
blackish heads. J. nevade1l8iB heads are (3) 5-30; anthers are up to
twice as long as the filaments.
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Juncus nevad6nsis. (A) Inflorescence, (8) capsule and perianth, (C) seeds.
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•

"..,..,,"nevatklUu S. Wat&.
Nevada nub, Sierra nub

•

HABIT: Rhizomatous perenni:J, 10-70 em tall; stems more or less
terete, arising singly or few together from creeping rhizomes.
LEAVES: Basal and cauline; sheath margins scarious, projecting into
membranous, ligule like auricles 1-3 DUD long; blades semiterete with
complete septa.
INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Bractlike to leaflike, 1-8 em long.
INFLORESCENCE: Usually well above the blades, 2-8 em long;
branches short, a8C~mding; heads mostly (3) 5-30, discrete to rather
aggregated; flowers 3-13.

n

OWEBS: Prophylls lacking. Perianth BeflDenta: Lanceolateacuminate, segments light brown to dark purplish-brown, 3-5 DUD long,
the inner segments the shorter. Stamena: 6; anthers 1-2 DUD long, up
to twice as long as the filaments.
CAPSULES: Ovoid-c:ylindric, triquetrous, rounded or slightly retuse
at the apex, the valves not at all emarginate, unilocular, dark brown,
equal to or shorter than the perianth.

•

SEEDS: Ovoid-ellipsoid, minutely apiculate at each end, lightly reticulate, dark brown, 0.5-0.6 DUD long.
HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Wet to dry meadows, stoekponds,
and margins of streams and lakes from lowlands to alpine areas.
Southern British Columbia to Montana and south from California
to New Mexico. In mountains across much of the region from the
Wyoming big sagebrush to the spruce-fir zone. July-September.
SIMILAR SPECIES: See J. memnsUmus .
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Juncus nodosus. (A) Inflorescence. (B) capsule and perianth. (e) seeds.
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•

nodo.ua L.
Tuberoua nub

.rUllt:U8

•

HABIT: Perennial, 20-60 em tall; stems terete, arising singly or in clusten; rhizomes threadlike, creeping, sometimes with small tuberlike
segments.

LEAVES: Cauline, equaling or exceeding the stem; sheaths projecting
into small, rounded auricles; blades erect, terete or channeled above,
hollow, septate, 0.5-1.5 nun wide.

INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Leaflike, exceeding the inflorescence,
2.5-12 em long.
INFLORESCENCE: Congested to rather open, 1.5-7 em long; heads
3-12, globose, sessile or pedunculate, 5-12 nun in diameter; flowe!1l
5-25.

FLOWERS: Widely spreading to divergent, prophylls lacking.
Perianth 8elJDeDta: Narrowly 18Dceolate and subulate-acuminate,
tips not rigid, somewhat shorter than th" capsule, 3-4 nun long, the
inner segments equaling or slightly exceeding the outer, light to dark
brown at maturity. Stameu: 6; about half as long as the perianth;
anthers slightly shorter than the filaments.

•

CAPSULES: Prismatic-conic, sharply triangular in cross section,
tapering from near the base into a long, nondehiscent stylar beak, medium brown, incompletely trilocular, exceeding the perianth, 4-4.5 nun
long.
SEEDS: Oblong to ovoid, finely reticulate, abruptly mucronate, medium brown, 0.4-0.5 nun long.
HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Open wetlands, wet meadows,
ponds, and lakes. Alaska to Newfoundland and south from California
to Vll'ginia. Occaaional or locally common, often in foothills or on toeslopes of mountains from the desert shrub to the aspen and Douglas-fir
zones throughout much of the region. July-September.

SIMII..AR SPECIES: JURCUS torreyi stems are up to 6 nun thick; auricles of the leaf sheaths 1.5-5 nun long; heads 10-15 nun in diameter;
perianth segments mostly 4-5 nun long with rigid tips; capsules about
equal to the perianth.
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Juncus orthophyf/us. (A) Inflorescence. (8) capsule and perianth. (C) seeds.
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.Tune".orllaoplayU". Coville
Straipt-leaved nub

HABIT: Rhizomatous perennial; stems scattered or somewhat clustered, terete, 15-60 em tall.

•

LEAVES: Mainly clustered toward the base, some cauline; sheaths
with narrow hyaline margins sometimes prolonged into a pair of inconspicuous auricles, or none; blades flat, grasslike, slightly scaberulous,
2-5 mm wide.
INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Leaflike, shorter than the inflorescence.

INFLORESCENCE: Paniculate, exceeds the leaves; heads 2-9, greenish brown, each with several broad, largely pale and hyaline-scarious
bracts that subtend some or all of the 3-10 flowers.
FLOWERS: Prophylls lacking. Perianth 8elJDenu: Lanceolate,
acuminate (the inner ones may be more abruptly pointed as in J.
reNeW), 4.5-6 mm long, subequal; midstripe green, minutely roughened;
margins hyaline-scarious, brown to pale. Stamens: 6; anthers longer
than the filaments.

CAPSULES: Oblong-ovoid, broadly rounded to slightly retuse, incompletely trilocular, (0.5) 1-2 mm long, brown, shorter than the perianth.

•

SEEDS: Ellipsoid-ovoid, reticulate; one end shortly apiculate, the other
has a truncate tail; total length 0.5-0.6 mm with appendages .
HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Meadows and streambanks
from foothills to moderate elevations. Washington to Idaho, south to
California. In the Intermountain region it occurs in southwestern
Idaho; Humboldt County, Nevada; and the White Mountains of
California and Nevada. June-August.

SIMILAR SPECIES: See J. longistylis, J. covellii, and J. howellii.
Juncus reNeW has 1-3 heads, each commonly with 10 or more flowers .
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Juncus parry;. (A) Inflorescence, (B) capsule and perianth, (C) seeds.
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June". porryi En.elm.
Parry'. rush

•

HABIT: Densely tufted perennial from fibrous roots; stems terete,
about 1 mm thick, 10-30 cm tall.
LEAVES: Bassi and on the lower fifth of the stem; lower sheaths
usually tipped with a bristle or much reduced; sheath margins scsrious,
barely prolonged into auricles; blades of the upper leaves well-developed,
terete, channeled to strongly involute below, without septa, shorter
than the stem.

INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Leaflike, terete, often auriculate, erect,
sharp-pointed, appearing as a continuation of the stem, 2-12 cm long,
much longer than the inflorescence.
INFLORESCENCE: Thrminalaggregation of 1-4 fll)wers borne singly,
0.7-2.2 cm long.
FLOWERS: Subtended by a pair of brownish, ovate, scarious prophylls.
Perianth aejpDenta: Midstripe greenish with a brownish tinge, margins scarious, 1-8 mm long; the outer segments lanceolate, acuminate;
the inner slightly shorter and acute to rounded. Stamens: 6; the anthers much longer than the filaments.

•

CAPSULES: Narrowly oblong, acute, from a little shorter to a little
longer than the perianth .
SEEDS: Narrowly oblong, finely striate, body 0.6-0.7 mm long, golden
brown at maturity; appendage at each end long, white, about equaling
or longer than the seed.
HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Streambanks, dry rocky slopes at
upper elevations, alpine and subalpine meadows. British Columbia,
south to the Sierra Nevada Mountains in California, and east to the
Rocky Mountains from southwestern Alberta and western Montana to
Colorado. Occasional or locally common in higher mountains of the Intermountain region from the spruce-fir to the alpine zone. July-August.
SIMILAR SPECIES: See J. drummondii and J. hallii .
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Juncus reg9/ii. (A) Inflorescence, (B) capsule and perianth, (C) seeds.
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JUlIe". re~Ui

Buchenau

"el'. rum

•

HABIT: Perennial; stems arising singly or few together from creeping
rhizomes, terete to somewhat flattened, 10-60 em tall .
LEAVES: Basal and cauline; sheaths with narrow, membranous margins prolonged into inconspicuous auricles; blades flat and gr888like,
2-4 DUD wide, shorter than or eq11aling the stems.

INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Narrowly pointed, equaling or shorter than
the inflorescence, 1-4 em long.

INFLORESCENCE: 'Thrminal, medium brown at maturity, about
30 em long; heads 1-5, globose, hemispherical; flowers 10-30,8-20 mm
in diameter, lower heads nearly &e88ile, the upper pediceUed.
FLOWERS: Prophylls lacking. Perianth 8elJDenta: Broadly
lanceolate, papillose-roughened, dark brown with a broad, greenish
midstripe, 4-6 mm long; the outer narrower and more acuminate; the
inner slightly shorter, broader, with a wider BCarious margin, and more
blunt. Stamena: 6; anthers equaling to longer than the filaments.

CAPSULES: Oblong-ovoid, truncate to retuse, trilocular, medium

•

brown to dark brown at maturity, about equaling or slightly shorter
than the perianth .
SEEOS: Narrowly ellipsoid, reticulate, 0.5 mm long, appendaged at
both ends, the appendages equaling or exceeding the body.
HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Streambanks, wet meadows,
and wet trailsides at middle and upper elevations in the mountains.
Southern British Columbia, south to northern California, and east to
Montana, Utah, and Wyoming. lnfrequent in the Intermountain region
where known only from central Idaho, the Uinta and Wasatch Mountains in Utah, and Elko County, Nevada. July-August.

SIMILAR SPECIES: See J. howellii and J. orthophyllus .
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Juncus tenuis. (A) Inflorescence, (8) capsule, perianth, and perianth segments,
(C) seeds.
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.TUlle. . ,.,.,. WWd.
POVerty rub, path rub, aleDder ruah

•

HABIT: Tufted perennial with fibrous roots, pale-green to bright--green
or drab; stems slender, terete, 50.70 em tall.
LEAVES: Basal and cauline, borne on the lower fifth of the stem;
sheaths prolonged above into elongate-membranous to short cartilaginous auricles; blades flat to involute, 0.5-1.5 mm wide, shorter to longer
than the stem.
INVOLUCBAL BRACT: Leaflike, 2-18 cm long, exceeds the
inflorescence.

INFLORESCENCE: Cymoae, terminal, 1-8.5 mm long, congested to
open with unequal, ucending branches; flowers lo.50+, borne singly.
FLOWERS: Prophyllate. PeriaDth llelJD8ota: Spreading-ucending,
acute to acuminate with hyaline margins, green or stramineous with a
green midrib, subequal, equaling or eueeding the capsule. Stameu:
6; anthers shorter than the filaments.

CAPSULES: Oblong-ovoid to ovoid, obtuse to truncate, usually retuae,
unilocular, stramineous.

•

~..........,.~: Obliquely ovoid-ellipsoid, one end somewhat truncate, minutely apiculate at each end, obscurely reticulate, yellowish-brown to
golden-brown when mature, 0.3-0.4 mm long, covered with a mucilaginous coat when wet.

HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Seeps, springs, wet to dry meadows, shaded roads, trailsides, and margins of ditches, streams, washes,
ponds, and reservoirs. Widespread in North America. In the Intermountain region it occurs primarily in southern Idaho and northeast-ern and southern Utah from the desert shrub to the lower aspen and
Douglas-fir zones. June-September.

SIMILAR SPECIES: See J. confusus .
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Juncus torreyf. (A) Inflorescence, (8) capsule and perian1h, (C) seeds.
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HABIT: Perennial; stems stout, terete, 20-80 (00) em tall, up to 6 mm
thick, arising singly or few together; rhizomes creeping, nodes tuberous.
LEAVES: Cauline, 1-4 per stem, abruptly divergent; sheath margins
scarious, projecting into rounded auricles 1.5-5 mm long; blades stout,
terete, septate, 2-5 mm wide.
INVOLUCIlAL BRACT: Leatlike, equals or exceeds the inflorescence.
INFLORESCENCE: Congested; heads 1-13, more or leas globose,
sometimee burlike, 10-15 mm in diameter; flowers 10-80, greenish to
medium brown.
FLOWEBS: Prophylls lacking. Perianth -ameDta: Widely spreading
and reflexed, narrowly lanceolate and acnminate with rigid tips, greenish to tawny, 4-5 mm long, the outer segments generally somewhat
longer than the inner. Stame...: 6; about half 88 long 88 the perianth;
anthers shorter than the filaments.
CAPSULES: Narrowly triquetroua-conic, tapering from near the base
into a long, tardily dehiacent beak, incompletely trilocular, usually
equaJing or slightly exceeding the perianth.

•

SEEDS: Oblong-ellipaoid, minutely apiculate at each end, finely reticulate, golden brown at maturity, 0.4 mm long.
HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Seeps, springs, ponds, ekes,
streams, rivers, and ditchbanka. Tolerates saline and alkaline conditions in wet meadows, marshes, and swamps. Southern Canada to
northern Mexico. Occ:aaional to common in desert shrub, Wyoming big
sagebrush, and pinyon-juniper zones across the Intermountain region.
July-September.

8IMILAIlSPECIES: See J. nodo8us.
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JuncutC trlgJumis. (A) Inftorescence. (8) capsule and perianth segments. (C) seeds.
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HABIT: Densely tufted perennial developing from fibrous roots; stelD8
terete, filiform, erect, 3-25 em tall.
LEAVES: Basal or on the lower fourth of the stem; sheaths greenishbrown, auriculate; blades filiform, terete with blunt calloused tips,
septate, usually le88 than half the length of the stem.

INVOLUCRAL BRACTS: 2, divergent, spathiform, obtuse, brownish
to purplish, 5-10 mm long, equaling the inflorescence.
INFLORESCENCE: 'terminal, solitary, brown, 5-8 mm long.
FLOWERS: Prophylls lacking. Periantb 8elJDeDta: Oblonglanceolate, obtuse to 6\cute, pale-brown to yellowish-green distally, often
marked with purple, 3-5 mm long, subequal. StameD8: 6; subequal to
or 8horter than the perianth; anthers much shorter than the filaments.
CAPSULES: Ovoid, abruptly tapered to a blunt or subtruncate apex,
mucronate, 2.5-4 mm long, blackish-purple, shorter than to equaling
the perianth.

•

SEEDS: Oblong-fusiform, trigonous-cylindric, 0.7-1 mm long, golden
brown at maturity, papery white-appendaged at both ends, appendages
equaling the body.
HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Moist, often turfy or boggy
places at high elevations in the mountains, wet meadows. Alaska to
Greenland, south from Utah to Montana, Colorado, and Quebec. In
Utah, apparently known only from the spruce-fir and alpine zones of
the Uinta Mountains. July-August .
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Juncus tw99dyi. (A) Inflorescence. (B) capsule and perianth. (C) se9ds.
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HABIT: 'IUfted perennials developing from fibrous roots; stems terete,
20-35 em tall .
LEAVES: Basal and cauline; basal leaves reduced to pale, purplish
sheaths lacking blades; the upper leaves well developed. Sheaths with
membranaceous, truncate auricles; blades terete or nearly so, hollow,
septate.

INVOLUCRAL BRACT: Shorter to longer than the inflorescence.

INFLORESCENCE: Contracted to open panicle 1-5 em long, dark
brown at maturity; heads 4-10; flowers 4-8, 3-8 mm in diameter.
FLOWERS: P;ophyllslacking. Perianth 8elJDenta: Narrowly lanceolate, acuminate, 3-4 mm long, subequal. StameD8: 3; anthers
shorter than the filaments.
CAPSULES: Oblong, triquetrous, acute, tipped by a short stylar beak
exceed.i.ng the perianth, imperfectly trilocular, dark brown.
SEEDS: Cylindric, short apiculate-caudate at each end, finely reticulate, medium to dark brown at maturity, 0.7-1 mm long.

•

HABITAT AND DISTRIBUTION: Wet places around hot springs,
lakes, and river margins. Known from Yellowsto!!e National Park,
Wyoming; eastern Idaho; and po88ibly south ~ntral Montana. Also
collected from one location near Corinne, 'Box Elder County, Utah.
July-August.
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GLOSSARY

Dorsiventrally flattened-Front
(ventral) and back (dorsal) surfaces flattened.
Ellipsoid-Elliptic in long section
and circular in cross section.
Emarginate-With a broad shallow notch at the tip.
Ensiform-Sword-shaped.
Equitant-Folded lengthwise.
Filament-The stalk of a stamen,
supports the anther.
Filiform-Threadlike.
Fistulose-Hollow.
Floriferous-Bearing flowers.
Fusiform-Spindle-shaped.
Glabrous-Smooth, without hairs
or glands.
Globose-Spherical, rounded.
Glomerate-In compact clusters.
'-A rounded or flat-topped
cluster of sessile or subsessile
flowers or fruits.
Hyaline-Thin and transparent
or translucent.
Inflorescence-The flowering area
or segment of a plant.
Involucral bract-Bract subtending the entire inflorescence.
Lanceolate-Lance-shaped, narrow and tapering to the apex.
Locule-A seed cavity (chamber
or cell) in an ovary or fruit.
Loculicidal-Dehiscence of a fruit
along the walls or midribs of the
locules or cavities rather than
along the septa or transversely.
Membranous-Thin and flexible
like a membrane, more or less
translucent.
Midstripe-Central portion of the
perianth, from the base to the
tip.

Acuminate-Gradually tapered to
a narrow tip.
Acute-Sharp pointed, the tip
forming an angle of less than
90 degrees.
Anther-The pollen-bearing portion of the stamen.
Apiculate-Ending abruptly in a
small point.
Anole-Diminutive of area; a
small, clearly marked area on
a surface.
Aristate-With a stiffbrist1e.
Attenuate-Slenderly tapering or
prolonged; more gradual than
acuminate.
Auric
A small projecting lobe
or appendage.
Blade-The broad, usually flat,
part of a leaf.
Bractlet-A small bruct.
Bristle-Stiff hair.
Capsule-Dry, many seeded fruit
composed of more than one carpel and dehiscing when mature.
Caudate-With a taillike
structure.
Cauline-Of or on the stem.
Corymb-A flat-topped racemose
cluster of flowers with the lower
pedicilslonger than the upper.
Cymose-Broad flat-topped cluster of flowers with determinate
flowering; the terminal or central flowers developing before
the outer ones.
Decurrent-Leaf bases that continue downward along the stem
as wings or lines.
Dehiscent-Opening at maturity.
Divaricate-Spreading widely
from the axis.
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Mucilaginous-Composed ofruucilage, a gummy substance, slimy
or sticky when wet.
Mucronate-Tipped with a short,
sharp, slender point.
Nodulose-Diminutive of nodose
(knobby).
Oblong-With the length roughly
2 to 3 times the breadth, the
sides parallel and with equal
and more or less obtuse ends.
Obtuse-Blunt, with the sides
coming together at an angle
greater than 90 degrees.
Obovate-Egg-shaped, broadest
at the apex.
Ovoid-Egg-shaped, broadest
toward the base.
Paniculate-A branched inflorescence with indeterminate flowering; the apical bud continues
to grow for 8l~ indefinite period.
Papillose-Coverec) with short,
blunt projectiolU3.
Parietal-Produced along the
inner side of the ovary wall.
Pedicellate-The stalk of a single
flower in an inflorescence.
Pedicel-A small stalk, part, or
organ, especially one serving
as support.
Peduncle-The stalk of an inflorescence or of a solitary flower.
Perianth-A collective term for
the sepals and petals of a flower
(tepals).
Placenta-The tissue of an ovary
that bears ovules or seeds.
Prophyllate-With a pair of
bracteoles at the base of a
flower.
Pyriform-Pear-shaped.
Reticulate-Forming a network.
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Retuse-With a small terminal
notch in a rounded or blunt tip.
Rhizome-A horizontal underground stem.
Scabrous-Rough to the touch.
Scarious-Thin, dry, and chaffy in
texture, not green.
Septate-Provided with partitions.
Sessile-Without a stalk, attached
directly at the base.
Sheath-A tubular cover that surrounds the stem; the basal portion of the rush, sedge, or grass
leaf.
Spathiform-Resembling, or in
the form of, a large bract enclosing an inflorescence.
Spike-An inflorescence in which
the sessile flowers are arranged
along an axis. The basal flowers bloom first; the last one
formed is at the apex .
Striate-With fine longitudinal
lines or furrows.
Stramineous-Straw-colored.
Style-The slender stalk that typically connects the stigma to the
ovary.
Subulate-Awl-shaped; flat, narrow, tapering gradually to a
sharp apex.
Terete-Cylindrical, circular in
cross section.
Trigonous-Triangular in outline.
Triquetrous-with 3 sharp or projecting angles.
Tu/led-Growing in clumps or
mats, caespitose .
Turbinate-Top-shaped, that is,
more or less an inverted cone.
Valves-The segment of an ovary
or capsule wall between 2 lines
of dehiscence.
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Hurd, Emerenciana G.; Goodrich, Sherel; Shaw, Nancy l. 1994. Field
guide to Intermountain rushes. Gen. Tech. Rep. INT-306. Ogden, UT:
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Intermountain Research
Station. 56 p.
This guide provides technical descriptions of 23 Intermountain rushes
(Juncus spp.), including the common and several less abundant species.
Line drawings and color or black and white photos illustrate diagnostic
characteristics of each species. An illustrated morphology and a glossary
acquaint the layperson with terminology used to classify rushes. The guide
is intended as a tool to aid in classification; it is not inclusive.

KEYWORDS: Juncus, grasslike-species, revegetation, riparian, taxonomy,
wetlands
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INTERMOUNTAIN
RESEARCH STATION

The Intermountain Research Station provides scientific knowledge and technology to improve management, protection, and use of the forests and rangelands of
the Intermountain West. Research is designed to meet the needs of National
Forest managers, Federal and State agencies, industry, academic institutions,
public and private organizations, and individuals. Results of research are made
available through publications, symposia, workshops, training sessions, and
personal contacts.
The Intermountain Research Station territory includes Montana, Idaho, Utah,
Nevada, and western Wyoming. Eighty-five percent of the lands in the Station
area, about 231 million acres, are classified as forest or rangeland . They include
grasslands, deserts, shrublands, alpine areas, and forests. They provide fiber for
forest industries, minerals and fossil fuels for energy and industrial development,
water for domestic and industrial consumption, forage for livestock and wildlife,
and recreation opportunities for millions of visitors.
Several Station units conduct research in additional western States, or have
missions that are national or international in scope.
Station laboratories are located in:
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Boise, Idaho
Bozeman, Montana (in cooperation with Montana State University)
Logan, Utah (in cooperation with Utah State University)
Missoula, Montana (in cooperation with the University of Montana)
Moscow, Idaho (in cooperation with the University of Idaht. '
Ogden, Utah
Provo, Utah (in cooperation with Brigham Young University)
Reno, Nevada (in cooperation with the University of Nevada)
The policy of the United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, religion, sex, or
disability, familial status, or political affiliation. Persons believing they have been
discriminated against in any Forest Service related activity should write to: Chief,
Forest Service, USDA, P.O. Box 96090, Washington, DC 20090-6090.
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